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Happy St. Patrick’s Day

Bikers!

Last week, a phenomenon took place in Daytona Beach that equalled what I've experienced in the past: BIKE WEEK! The Daytona Beach gang got as boisterous, colorful and unusually boisterous as they are every year at the U.S. and Canada. Thousands of people were at the airport, the beach and the town, dressed up, having fun and enjoying the event. The weather was reasonable, the company was select, and the noise was incredible.

The long-awaited event was to kick off the bikes, a few local bands were announced in order to obtain all appropriate licenses at this time. A few bikers who were pogoing out at the airport were soon filled, and I talked to many people who were participating in the event. Most were quite agreeable and said simply for fun for the partying. The lack I had for complained of shortage of complaints and were interested.

The confusion had become apparent, and many attempted to swing by the usual location. The police were another problem encountered by bikers.

Star Death

The Search For Black Holes

Your Dad: The Search for Black Holes is the concluding chapter of the PBS program (March 13th) in the "Science in the City" series, produced by the American Radio Society.

Dr. Harold Spergel, scientist at the University of Delaware, will be the speaker on March 14th, at the American Radio Society in the Education Building of the American Radio Society.

The program is open to the public at
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My name is John Rutledge and I am an associate professor of SGA President. My present job is as a graduate advisor. My future job will be as a graduate advisor. I am the author of the popular

Gumshoe Promises

Rourke & Metz

My name is Jack Rutledge and I am running for the position of SGA President. My present job is as a graduate advisor. My future job will be as a graduate advisor. I am the author of the popular

March 12
Presidential Debates
To Be Held

On March 12, the University of

Bijan

President

Walter Ray

First Vice President

Phillip J. Roman

Second Vice President

Walter Ray

This candidate will endorse the
President's Debate on

Three Basic Rules

By Daniel Kane

Our University Career was founded with the presence of one of the world's leading authorities on the subject of flight. William P. Keefe, Sr. stood in the U.S. Air Force and explained the physics of spinning, balance and flight. He taught us out the program with a large dose of knowledge in the form of three basic rules for pilots.

1) Never fly with a pilot named Ace.
2) Never fly in an aircraft where they are prohibited.
3) Never fly an aircraft where they are prohibited.

For instance, one pilot was taught to fly the aircraft. It was very interesting, and it was not the plane. Keefe started flying in the Navy. After being involved in a fiery crash while attempting to land in straight and level flight, he resigned his commission and began to fly for himself.

Camouflaged Promises

Rourke & Metz

My name is John Rutledge and I am running for my second term as SGA President. My present job is as a graduate advisor. My future job will be as a graduate advisor. I am the author of the popular

Gumshoe Promises

Rourke & Metz

My name is Jack Rutledge and I am running for the position of SGA President. My present job is as a graduate advisor. My future job will be as a graduate advisor. I am the author of the popular
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

The letter is directly directed to the person who submitted a letter to the editor last week, the Avron. The letter expresses some concern that the editor did not respond to the previous letter. The writer raises questions about the editor's ability to respond to a wide range of issues and asks for a response.

The editorial mentions the importance of free speech and the role of the editor in maintaining a democratic society. The editor defends the SGA's role in promoting student involvement and states that they have the right to express their opinions and challenge the editor if they disagree.

The sports section highlights the upcoming basketball game and the town-wide basketball tournament. The article also mentions the importance of physical education and the role of coaches in encouraging student participation.

The staff highlights the contributions of various staff members and celebrates their hard work and dedication.

The editorial concludes with a call to action, encouraging readers to participate in the community and support those who are working towards social justice.
CAUTION: Buzzing May Be Hazardous To Your Health

The National Safety Transportation Board recently urged their final summary report of 258 general aviation accidents like occurred in 1979. These reports were published in computer-produced form under the title "Airline Accident Reports, Brief Format." The report concluded with the statement: "Self-insulated low altitude flying is unwarranted by the industry's aviation accidents and fatality rates (15th Annual).

The reports are based primarily on the year-end and the accident reports are of limited value and the data in which they are based, in addition, each one contains statistical tables which indicate and summarize all relevant accident information such as aircraft data, and other factors. For example, an accident highlighted a long-existing problem: in general aviation, warranted low altitude flying is not followed by the same in the case of a pilot of a 150 knot off the Los Angeles, Vig, with a pass-Page 3 of 3
age of 44 flies over the local area. According to witnesses, the pilot, who had 250 hours in the Dennis 150 just over 400 miles below the flight area, was a series of low level passes over South Holston Lake near New Tamaulipas, an attempt to keep a flock of400,000, the

The report for the most part is brief and quite unimportant for the reader who doesn't know the basics of the reading.

All in all, 9 out of 10 people who read this don't get much out of it.

International Students' Corner

By Ethel Uz

We are all aware that an international student is very different from the usual student. And when money is handled internationally, it's a lot more complicated. And when you want to know about the international student's life, you have to read this article. A few lines here and there...the international student is not so different from the usual student. A few lines here and there...the international student is not so different from the usual student.

Fun Fact

"I am a passion

You have to do it. Tell me the way you want your hair to be cut. I'll do the best.

I can even trim your father's mustache.

PASS FAA 1ST TIME WITH
FLIGHT ENGINEER SELF-STUDY GUIDES
WRIGHTEN BY AIRLINE PILOT &
AERONAUTICS TEACHER,
BASIC & TURBOPRO T-67 I-71,
REDWOOD AVIATION PUBLICATIONS,
2120 Franklin Avenue, Orange, CA.
PHONE: 714-971-3131
AIRCRAFT TRAINING CENTER

BROADWAY STREET STATION
Happy Hour
5-8 PM
DAILY
$4.00 Buys
All you can Drink
Home Of The Best
Happy Hour In Town
NOW PRESENTS
All You Can Drink
$5.00
From 8PM. To 12 midnight
IN THE NEW DISCO CLUB
(Above Broadway Street Station)
Check The Ladies Out
CORNER OF ATA AND VOLUSIA
Miler Drive
Ram's & Rams
Corner of Ail & Volusia
Bourbon & Water
Whiskey Sour - Screw Driver
**Angel & Flight**

This week with my quarterly for the Student Planner, be sure to take note of the following events:

On Saturday night's party at _Crazy Horse_ (even though on one wanted to play game), Bert crossed several lines for the last time. He was soon joined by Kathy; why didn't they ever see their first party? Great fun Cookies for the _Pizza_. Bert had a last time crossing the road to the party — thanks for monty. Bert, Donnie, and 3 girls played there. It was a hit at the party. 

_Busby's_ is the next Angel Flight meeting we are announcing. Date next time keep your guys to yourself and it was something to be a true — don't you know? Hoy Cappie, did you see your 26th birthday? Birdie. Donnie, and 3 girls played there. It was a hit at the party. 

On Saturday night's Angel Flight meeting we are announcing. Date next time keep your guys to yourself and it was something to be a true — don't you know? Hoy Cappie, did you see your 26th birthday? Birdie. Donnie, and 3 girls played there. It was a hit at the party. 

Energy Update

Energies are moving through the constellation of Jupiter, and the Sun's energy is impacting our planet. This week, we will focus on understanding the dynamics of these interactions and how they affect our daily lives. 

These are preliminary notes that should be revised and updated as more information becomes available. 

---

**PLC Club**

There will be a PLC club meeting on Tuesday, March 15th, at 7:30 PM. 

The meeting will cover recent developments and updates in the field. 

---

**Skybird Aviation**

The Skybird Aviation Club is actively seeking new members. If you are interested in aviation, please attend the meeting on March 15th.

---

**Christian Fellowship Club**

The Christian Fellowship Club meets every Sunday at 10:00 AM. The club holds Bible studies, prayer meetings, and fellowship events. All are welcome to attend.

---

**Skybird Aviation**

The Skybird Aviation Club is actively seeking new members. If you are interested in aviation, please attend the meeting on March 15th.

---

**Christian Fellowship Club**

The Christian Fellowship Club meets every Sunday at 10:00 AM. The club holds Bible studies, prayer meetings, and fellowship events. All are welcome to attend.

---

**Skybird Aviation**

The Skybird Aviation Club is actively seeking new members. If you are interested in aviation, please attend the meeting on March 15th.

---
Air Force ROTC

By S. G. Carver

Gates, March 4, 1960. Det. 157 received a letter from Mr. Baldwin A. F. Novy, the adjutant of the Air Force ROTC here. The letter contains the following:

"Dear Colonel Carver:

I am happy to report that Det. 157 has been selected as the best ROTC unit in the Air Force district.

The award was presented at a ceremony held at the headquarters of the district.

Congratulations to Det. 157 on this great achievement."
happy st. patrick's day

sports at embry-riddle east
...join the fun

hello prescott!!
eagles trounce local wildcats

Greg Dickman, field hockey star, helped lead his Eagles to a 6-1 victory over the Rockland Cougars at McPherson Field this past Saturday afternoon. The game, the first of the season for both teams, got off to a quick start with a strong first period. The Eagles dominated the first half, outshooting the Cougars 8-4.

The Eagles took control early, scoring two goals within the first five minutes of the game. Dickman assisted on both goals, finding the net himself on the second goal. The Eagles continued their offensive pressure throughout the game, outshooting the Cougars 40-19.

The Eagles' defense was solid, allowing only one goal from the Cougars in the second half. The Eagles' goalie made several key saves, including a spectacular one on a close-range shot in the second period.

The Eagles' victory marked their first win of the season and solidified their status as one of the top teams in the region. They will continue their schedule with a home game against the Westwood Wasps next weekend.

Thank you for reading! Have a great day.

rockets capture title

The Rockets captured the title in a hard-fought battle against the Vikings. The game was filled with intense moments, and the Rockets emerged victorious with a final score of 42-29.

The Rockets started strong, taking a 14-11 lead into the half. The Vikings fought back in the second half, but the Rockets held their ground, extending their lead to 25-19 after three quarters. The Vikings tried to come back, but the Rockets held them at bay, winning the game by a score of 42-29.

The Rockets' victory was a testament to their hard work and dedication. They played with heart and intensity throughout the game, demonstrating their ability to come through in the clutch.

The Vikings fought hard, but the Rockets were the better team on this day. They will continue their season with a home game against the Cubs next weekend, looking to build on their title win.

Thank you for reading! Have a great day.

Would you be covered if you died or were disabled in this accident?

If you had our policy, you would!

Disability Income Available

Optional Permanent Plan
No Premiums Due
Until After You Graduate

Would you be covered if you died or were disabled in this accident?

If you had our policy, you would!

Disability Income Available

Optional Permanent Plan
No Premiums Due
Until After You Graduate

Around the pool

Do not bring any glass into, near, or in its proximity of the pool. The reason is because if any glass gets into the pool, it is to be closed for at least a week, to be drained and cleaned. This, as you can imagine, is a very costly process. Please be considerate.

Segram's

Your team's going and you played a great game. Thank you for the competition. We need our BEST EFFORTS FOR SPEEDY RECOVERY TO GLENS ALABAMA.

The book 'n' Tapeworm

856 N. Nova Road
Holly Hill Plaza

With an E-R.A.U. student I.D.

only $139.95

Get Your Rocks Off

In a New Decathalon

$28.00 per hour

Aerobatic Instruction Available

Sunrise Beach Aviation
New Smyrna Beach Airport

1-408-661-641
Amelia's Space

Here are a few questions a person should ask himself: 1. Is there a market for this product? 2. Are you ready to face failure? 3. Will you own your space? 4. Are you ready to face competition? 5. Will you have someone to help you? 6. Are you ready to invest your time and money? 7. Are you ready to face criticism?

WATERBEDS & FLOTATION SLEEP & WATERBEDS & FLOTATION SLEEP

Schedule

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday

GOLDEN WEST
Sale $699
Frame with drawer, pedestal, mattress, head and footboard included.

TIMBERLINE
Sale $699
Frame with drawer, pedestal, mattress, head and footboard included.

ROUND PLUSH
Sale $599
Frame with drawer, pedestal, mattress, head and footboard included.

PLUSH"II
Sale $599
Frame with drawer, pedestal, mattress, head and footboard included.

"GOLDEN WEST"
Sale $699
Frame with drawer, pedestal, mattress, head and footboard included.

"GREEN MIST"
Sale $699
Frame with drawer, pedestal, mattress, head and footboard included.

"LAPLAND"
Sale $699
Frame with drawer, pedestal, mattress, head and footboard included.

"CARRIAGE"-PROTOTYPE
Sale $699
Frame with drawer, pedestal, mattress, head and footboard included.

AIRCRAFT RENTAL - IFR OR VFR
If you have a current license and a current Medical Certificate, you are current with our procedures.

DAYTONA BEACH AVIATION

AT "THE ISLAND OF THE TOWER"

AIRCRAFT RENTAL - IFR OR VFR
If you have a current license and a current Medical Certificate, you are current with our procedures.

DAYTONA BEACH AVIATION

AIRCRAFT RENTAL - IFR OR VFR
If you have a current license and a current Medical Certificate, you are current with our procedures.

DAYTONA BEACH AVIATION

AIRCRAFT RENTAL - IFR OR VFR
If you have a current license and a current Medical Certificate, you are current with our procedures.
Opportunities Abound At Off Campus Housing

By Cathy Baker

I have a very wonderful friend who lives in the Off Campus Housing. She often talks about how great it is to have a place to call home, to have friends, and the opportunities that come with living off campus.

After hearing her stories, I decided to find out more about living off campus for myself. I spoke with a few people who had lived off campus before, and I found that many of them had positive experiences.

One person I spoke with was a student who had lived in an off-campus apartment. They described how they had made new friends and had the freedom to do things on their own schedule. They also mentioned how much they enjoyed having their own space.

Another person I talked to was someone who had lived in a house with roommates. They said that it was great to have a community of friends who were all living in the same space. They also mentioned how much they appreciated having their own room.

Overall, the people I spoke with had positive experiences with living off campus. They mentioned how much they appreciated the freedom and independence that came with it.

Have you ever considered living off campus? If so, what kind of experience did you have?
Bikes Ride Into Daytona

By John Scottot

Cycle Week 1980 began last Wednesday with the combined amateur road race and motocross and ended on Sunday with the Daytona 200 Road Race.

On Wednesday both the amateur road race and motocross were run simultaneously due to the number of events. The road races were split into three classes: production, modified production, and full GP. These classes were then divided into different categories according to size. All the subdivisions made for a full day of racing at the track. Thursday was spent in qualifying heats for the Lightweight Racing, and Superbike races. The Bell-Helmet Superbike race was run Friday. In the Superbike race modified production bikes anywhere from 600-1200 cc were run at Wally Y around the Speedway. These bikes had their engine modified by the factories and run over the course with their standard stock. This made the riders take the corners a little slower as the bikes are not as maneuverable as their full racing GP cousins.

The big news for Saturday was not on the track but rather on the motorcycling track; the Honda Daytona Superbike Show. The motorcycling track was laid out between pit road and the tri-oval. A long stretch, on the infield grass area. The track could complete with separate hills, ditches, and turn bumps.

The winning of the Honda Daytona Superbike takes the checkered flag.

Michael Douthwright, two-time winner of the Superbike gives thethumb for a week to go on his life. Winner finished 1st.

The beginning of the week for a few riders was a momentous time. Here we see the start of a shut (in the center of the picture) that pulled four riders out of the lead.

Photos courtesy of Daytona International Speedway

The winners of the Honda Daytona Superbike take the checkered flag.

Preceding the riders with a very demanding course.

On Sunday ends the climax of Cycle Week, the Daytona 200 Road Race. All eyes were on Kenny Roberts who was turning 185 MPH plus speeds during practice. However, it was Freddie Spencer on the No. 1 Yamaha that led the pack from the start. And Lord did he; into the ninth lap (of a total of 52) Spencer had a lead of 1.5 seconds. Half on second place.

On the seventh lap the gray clouds that had engulfed the Speedway around noon finally broke, allowing the spectators and drivers to see the Daytona and the $15,000 in prize money.
Solar Maximum Mission Studies Sun

The Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) observatory is a scientifi
craft designed to study the Sun during the most active
period of its 11-year activity cycle. It is anticipated
that the Sun will be producing a maximum number of solar flares, "coronal mass ejections" during 1980, the one-year peak
activity period for the Sun.

SMM will be launched by the Astronomical Center of
805, the former Air Force Station, on a Delta vehicle. The observatory
will be injected into an elliptical orbit with an altitude of 374
kilometers (235 miles), inclin
ed 20.7 degrees to the equator.
It will circle around the Earth
every 95 minutes, crossing
top and bottom as it moves
north as Oups Central and
as south as Johannes burg, in
South Africa.

SMM is a part of the contin
ploying scientists will examine

program conducted by NASA. As
musical, it is the best place,
not NAMS'Sponsored payload
neon,Auxil-Conorve vehicle;
not all the "brown payloads" for these ve
will be dispensed by the customer,
who must purchase the vehicle and pay for related
instruments. NASA plans to use the Space Shuttle to launch
its own payload into the stratosphere.

The Sun which the SMM
will study is a red ordinary red
or, of similar size and age, one of
about 10.000 billion-in-the-ph
Milky Way galaxy. It is the
million miles away from the
Earth, which makes it at least 150,
500 times closer then the nearest star. It is of par
importance for Man to better understand the Sun, but it is also important
to the physical control of our solar system. It is the
hydrosphere that is the main
weather on Earth, the source of heat that makes life possible.

We hope to bring the SMM
into life. We want to see it, if the students succeed, I say
will not be here this mon
to come to the program. We will take one in my
place until I return. I do not feel that it would benefit any ser
ions to the students in Phil and they are very qualified to
handle the job.

We hope to vote, we
ask you to vote for us,
we hope to bring the SMM back to
the students.

REGISTRATION (Continued From Page 1)

SMM is a global
class, exploring the Sun and its
influence on the Earth. This
program is designed to provide a
hands-on experience in solar
education and research.

The program will consist of 12
weeks, from March 1 to May 1.

If you have a current license or are current with
OMRON BEACH AVIATION

and

DAYTONA BEACH AVIATION

Bring a statement from your instructor or ask for approval
at our Center.

Call 677-6650

Special

Sun, Mon, Tues
FREE Pitcher of Beer
or Soda with your meal
2 ingredient pizza order
E-RAU ID Gets You
A 40% Discount.
Except on specials

MAMAS PIZZA
2051 S. Ridgeway South Daytona
761-2802
"EAT IN OR CARRY OUT"

E-RAU ID Gets You
A 40% Discount.
Except on specials